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1. Introduction

This note presents *.hecomparison of CALOR89 simulation with the 'hanging file'

test measurements conducted at Fermilab during the period of Sep 91- Jan 92 . The

purpose of this study is to benchmark CALOR89 code against the experimental data

to enhance it's reliability and predictive power. Seven hanging file configurations

were simulated. The measured values of e/_" ratio (the ratio of electron to pion signal

at the same energy), hadronic and electromagnetic resolutions were compared with

the simulations. The depth profiles of the hadronic and electromagnetic showers are

also compared.

Tile simulated configurations are the following;

1, (1/8"Pb+scin)*40 cells, (l"Pb+scin)*52 cells

2. (1/8"Pb+scin)*40 cells, (1"Fe+scin)*55 cells

3. (3/4"Pb+scin)* 92 cells

4. (3/4"Pe+sols)* 90 cells

5, (l"Fe+scin)* 69 cells

6. (3/4"Pb+l./16"Al+scin+l/16"Al)* 50 cells, (3/4"Pb+scin)* 42 cells

7. (3/4"Fe-F1/1G"Al+scin+l/.lG"Al)* 50 cells, (3/4"Fe-Fscin)* 40 cells

In ali the configurations the scintillator tltickness was 0,30cre.

1Worksupported in part t)yUS Department of Energy, Contract No. W-31-109-ENG-38_No.
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The p,_rameters of CALOR89 optinlized in an earlier study[l] is used in these

simulations. The ESKALE[i] value used is 15 GeV. This Call cause a systematic

error in the simulations at energies < 20 GeV. The maxinnun systematic error in the

hadronic resolution will be at the particle energy of 15 GeV and will be of the order

of "--,3%. The shower integr,-ttion time used for all the simulations is 96 nsec, which

is used in the hanging file measurements. The hadronic resolution _s a function of

shower integration time is studied only for configuration 5.

2. Non-Homogeneous Configuration

The configurations 1 and 2 are non-homogeneous. _l'hese configurations have

separate electromagnetic and hadronic sections. In such inhomogeneous configura-

tions the hadronic signal frcm the two segments are weighted by a scheme which

minimizes the hadronic resolution, One such scheme used in the earlier studies was

based on minimum ionizing dE/dX, This scheme was found inadequate, Therefore

a scheme b_Lsed on an optimized weight factor is chosen,

(Signal)ToT= (Signal)_M +ax(Signal)nAC

where a is chosen such that the resolution is a reasonable minimum at all particle

energies.

Figure 1 gives the resolution for configuration 1 as a function of the weight factor

(a). The optimum weight factor chosen for this configuration in the hanging file

experiment was 5.5 whereas the dE/dX weight factor is 7.1, Similarly figure 2 gives

the resolution for configuration 2 as a function of a. In this case the weight factor

chosen by the hanging file experiment was 4.5 and the dE/dX weight factor is 6.5,

It can be observed that the dE/dX weight factor is a good approximation for the

system with lead in the hadronic section (conf.1) whereas it is a poor approximation

for the system with iron in the hadronic section. The results also show that in either

case it is difllcult to choose a unique weight factor such that the hadronic resolution

is minimum at all energies. This can have implications for jet resolution wherein

the individual particles are not resolved,



Figure 3 gives the hadronic resolutions ca,lculated by CALOR89 for the two con-

figurations (1 a,nd 2) corresponding to the weight factors optimized by the hanging

file experiments, The resolutions are plotted ,as a function of inverse squareroot of

the particle energy. The resollttion d_ta points at different energies are fitted using

a X2 fit to a functional form;

(./E) : + b'
The fits for these configurations are given as

configuration 1=> 54,17/v/EO 5,15 (57.17/v/Eft) 4,9)

configur_tion 2=> 61,55/v/E@ 6,25 (SI.00/V/EO 3,7)

]'lie values in parenthesis are the measured resolutions from the hanging file

experiments, The statistical errors on the simulated coefficients are 2% on the

stochttstic term and 0.5% on the constant term,

The results show that there is a reasonable agreement between simulation and

experiment in the case of configuration 1, But in the case of configuration 2, where
=

hadronic section is made up of iron, there is considerable disagreement between--

- simulation and the measurement. This problem is under active investigation, lt can

also be seen that the resolution corresponding to the energy 15 GeV is not fitting

_ the pattern clue to the choice of the ESKALE value. Calculations were repeated by

changing the ESKALE value to 10 GeV and 5 GeV, The resolution values were lower

by 4% for both the configurations is error to
which tile maximtllTl due the c]loice

of tile ESKALE, It was also noticed that at 15 GeV particle energy the choice

of ESKALE as 5 GeV or 10 GeV did not make a difference, Thus our estimated
Dm',

systerna,tic error due to the choice of the ESKALE value as =t=3%[1] seems reasonable,

Figure 4 gives tile sirnul_ted electromagnetic resolution as a function of energy

for configurations 1 and 2, These resolution values can be fitted to a forln

12,2/v/F O0.06
This agrees we.li with the experimental measurements when corrected for the

systematic errors, Ille near zero constant term make,_ it a good candidate for the

SDC electromagnetic calorimeter.

ii/



3. Homogeneous Configurations
i

Configurations 3,4 and 5 are llomogeneous, For these the e/_r ratio, hadronic and

electromagnetic resolutions are estimated by OALOR89, The intrinsic e/h ratio for

these configurations (the ratio of electron to pure hadron signal of the same energy)

is also estimated by CALOt:L89. The results of the e/_" and e/h analysis for the

three homogeneous configurations are given in figure 5, The results of the hanging

file measurements are given for comparison. The OALOR89 estimated e/Tr ratio

for homogeneous lead configuration and for homogeneous iron configuration agrees

remarkably well with the measurements. For the homogeneous iron configuration

the CALOR89 estimated e/Tr ratio tends to be non-linear by 15% Lt 10 GeV whereas

tire me,_sured value shows much less non-linearity. The e/Tr ratio reported earlier for

a similar system[2] shows a non-linearity of 12 to 15% in the particle energy range of

10 to 140 GeV. The e/h ratio is linear with respect to energy as expected. 'rile slight

non-linearity in the iron case could be due to the transverse dimensions of the test

module, since the hadronic showers tend to be of much larger transverse dimensions

in iron systems. Physics considerations tell us that the e/_" ratio is approximately

equal to e/h at low energies and tends to be 1.0 at high energies.

Figure 6 gives the hadronic resolution as a function of energy for the three

homogeneous configurations. These resolution values can be fitted to the above

functional form and tlm fits are given as

co,,figuration 3=_, 52.44/v/EO 0.60 (51.70/v/E_ 3.2)

configuration 4_ 62.02/v/E@ 3.80 (45.40/v/E@ 3.9)

configuration 5_ 63,43/v/E(_ 4.20 (57,30/v/E(_ 3.0)

The wfiues in parenthesis are the measured resolutions from the hanging file

experilnents. The statistical errors on the simulltted coefl]cients are 2% on stochastic

te,'m and 0.5% on constant term,

The stochastic term for the homogeneous 3/4" lead-scintillator configuration(conf,3)

agrees well witll the measurements, The sitnula, tion predicts a much smaller con-

st;tnt terln wlmreas the measured constant term is much larger. The constant term

=
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reported from au eitrlier me_surement[3] with 8 test module of 1,0cre lead pl,_tes

followed by 0,25cm of scintillator plates is 1,3 (this cMorimeter was only 5X iii

depth).The linearity of the le,_d-scintillator system also dictates a smMler constant

term, The resolution vMues predicted by CALOR89 foi the 1" iron system(conf,

5) agrees reasona,bly well with the experimentMly measured value. However the

CALOR89 predictions for the 3/4" iron system (conf. 4) is quite different compared

to the measurements, CALOR89 predicts negligible improvement in resolution from

1" to 3/4" iron plates whereas the measurement shows almost 20% improvement.

The previously reported experimental hadronic resolution for such a system[2] is

58/v/E which is closer to the CALOR89 prediction.

The h_tdronic resolution as a function of shower integration time was estimated

by CALOR89 for the configuration 5. The results are given in figure 7, The range

of shower integration gate studied is 16 to 500 nsec, It shows that for the iron-

scintillator systems the shower integration gate play a non-significant effect on the

ha,dronic resolution. The variation in h_dronic resolution is within the statistical

errors, This is iii agreement with the conclusion reported by tlie hanging file me_-

- surements for the same configuration.

_- The electromagnetic resolutions for the three homog,_ueous configurations are

given in figure 8. Tlm fitted coefl'icients are given a,s
_

: configuration 3==>33,21/v/E(_ 0,90

configuration 4_ 21,69/v/E(_ 0,90

configuration 5==>24,58/v/E(_ 0.60

At present the electromagnetic resolution values for the complete energy range

for the above configurations are not a,wfilable from the hanging file experiments. The

,i reported value for a configuration similar to conf.4 is 23,0/v/E[2 ] which agrees well

with our simulation. The constant term is less than 1% for ali these configurations,

Det,_iled corrli)_trisons will be done as soon as the complete set of experimental values

are availa.ble.

==_
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4. Cladded Scintillator Configurations

Configurations 6 and 7 ha,ve some of tile scintillator plates cladded with 1/16"

aluminium, The purpose of this study was to compare the effect of scintillato','

cladding oll the calorimeter parameters, It was also interesting for us to check the

reliability of CALOR89 predictions for systems with very thin layers of material. It

has been observed earlier[4][5] that the properties of the thin layer configurations

(_<1mm) are sensitive to the EGS input parameters like the multiple scattering step

size _nd the energy cuts(the energies at which the particle histories are terminated),

_'able I gives the summary results of these simulatiotts, q2he parameters for

the uncladded configurations are also given for comparison. Two calculations were

repeated with low energy cuts in EGS4 (200 kev for electrons trod 10 keV for pho-

tons). The results show that the 1/16" aluminium cladding has a non-negligible

effect on the e/Tr ratio for the lead configuration whereas the cladding has no ef-

fect for the iron configuration, The effect of cladding on the electromagnetic and

hadronic resolutions is negligible for both the configurations. The calculations with

low energy cuts in EGS4 did not show any significant effects which proves that the

1/16" scintillator cia,riding can be simulated with the normal input parameters of

EC3S[4]. These results are also verified by the hanging file experiments.

5. Depth Profiles of Hadronic Showers

Figures 9 and 10 gives the typical depth profiles for the 3/4" iron-scintillator

configuration. The solid histograms are the simulated profiles and the dotted the

hanging file measurements. The particle energies are 25 GeV and 100 GeV. The

events which deposits >_95% of the energy in the first 20 radiation lengths of the

calorimeter are rejected. Tllese were typically _<1% of the events. The two his-

togra,_ns are normalized such that the total energy is conserved, q_'be figures show

that the agreemellt is good for both the energies. The CALOR89 urofiles have a

slight tendency to fall quicker tllan tile measurements. But the overall agreement is

quite desirable,

i,r ,
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Figures 1'1 and 12 gives the typical normalized depth profiles for 25 and 100 GeV

pions for the 3/4" lead-scintillator coniqguration, The agreement is good at 25 GeV,

But the agreement is not so good for 100 GeV, We observe a double peak ill the

simulated distribution at 100 GeV and also at higher energies, This could be due to

an error in the simulation of the first collision, lt can also be statistical such that

the peaks disappear when sufficient number of events are simulated, This point is

under investigation,

6.Conclusions

The results show that the CALOR89 can predict reasonably well the test beam

measurements with the scintillating plate calorimeters. The agreement in the case

of lead-scintillator homogeneous configuration is excellent in terms of the e/rr ratio

and the hadronic resolution, It could predict reasonably well tlm outcome of iron-

scintillator homogeneous configurations, These results are also in agreement with

the previous measurements, In the case of two segment non-homogeneous configu-

rations, the resolutions were optimised by a single weight factor for all energies. The

agreement between CALOR89 simulation and the measurement in this case is good

when both the segments consist of the same absorber material, lead, There is con-

siderable disagreement for the configuration with different absorber materials like

lead and iron. This point needs further investigation, CALOR89 could also predict

the shower depth profiles reasonably well in the three homogeneous configurations.
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Table I

Summary Results for Cladded Scintillator Configurations

(10 GeV pions and electrons)

.......

Configuration e/TrRatio EM Resolution Had, Resolution

(./E) (-/E).....

Pb/Scin 0.954-0.01 10,774-0.76 18.894-0,54

1.9/0,30cm
....

Ph/Al clad Scin 0,924-0.01 11.104-0,51 19.194-0.53

Pb/Scin 0.964-0.01 10.704-0,62 20.264-0.62

low cuts in EGS
_

,..

, Pb/A1 clad Scin 0.934-0.01 10.504-0.62 19.454-0,58

low cuts in EGS
,,,

Fe/Scin 1.354-0.01 6.924-0.51 20.714-0.74

1,9/0.30cm
.... .,,

Fe/A1 clad Scin 1,354-0.01 6,614-0.33 21.144-0.53

1.9/.16/.3/.16 m

!
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List of figures

1, Hadron resolution as a function of weight factor for the lead-scintillator

two segment calorimeters,

2, Hadron resolution as a filnction of weight factor for the lead-scintillator

and iron-scintillator two segment calorimeters,

3, Hadron resolution as a function of inverse squaIeroot of energy for the

two segment non-homogeneous contlgurations,

4, Electromagnetic resolution as a function of inverse squareroot of energy

for the lead EMC test configuration,

5, The e/h and the e/Tr ratio as a function of energy for the three homo-

geneous test configurations, (solid curw.s _re e/_ _nd the d_shed e/h)

6. Hadron resolution as a function of inverse squareroot of energy for the

three homogeneous test configurations.

7, Hadron resolution as a function of shower integration time for the 1"

iron-scintillator test configuration,

8, Electromagnetic resolution as a function of inverse squareroot of energy

for the three homogeneous test configurations.

9, Simulated and measured hadron shower depth profiles of 25 GeV pions

in 3/4" iron-scintillator homogeneous test configuration, The solid histogram

is simulation and each bin corresponds to one cell,

10. Simulated and measured hadron shower depth profiles of 100 GeV pions

in 3/4" iron-scintillator homogeneous test configuration, The solid histogram

is simulation and each bin corresponds to one cell.

11, Simulated and measured hadron shower depth profiles of 25 GeV pions

in 3/4" lead-scintillator homogeneous test configuration, The solid histogram

is simulation and each bin corresponds to one cell,

12, Simulated and measured hadron shower depth profiles of 100 GeV pions

in 3/4" lead-scintillator homogeneous test configuration, The solid histogram

is simulation and each bin corresponds to one cell.
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CALOR _imulation
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CALOR _imulation
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Figure 7
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